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Executive Summary 1
We analyzed genetic stock compositions of chum salmon (Oncorhynchus keta) prohibited
species catch (PSC) samples collected from the 2021 walleye pollock (Gadus
chalcogrammus) fishery in the Bering Sea. Samples were genotyped for 84 single
nucleotide polymorphism markers from which stock contributions were estimated using a
range-wide chum salmon baseline developed by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.
The chum salmon PSC was 546,043 fish, the second highest bycatch number since 1991
and considerably higher than the 10-year average of 257,023. Despite large catches of
chum salmon PSC occurring early in the year and relatively close to the Alaska Peninsula
where higher proportions of coastal western Alaska fish are expected, the combined
proportion of western Alaska and Middle/Upper Yukon fish was 9.4%, which was similar to
the proportion in 2020, but substantially less than the recent (10 year) long-term average
of 19.9%. The total number of western Alaska and Upper/Middle Yukon chum salmon
caught as PSC in the BSAI B-season in 2021 was estimated to be 51,510 fish. Despite the
large total PSC in 2021, the number of western Alaska fish caught is similar to the longterm average of 49,290 from 2011 to 2020. We hypothesize that the relatively low
proportion of western Alaska fish reflects their recent low run sizes but cannot rule out
other factors such as fleet behavior or differences in distribution. Fish from Asia were by
far the most numerous stocks in our samples, with NE Asia contributing 55.7% and SE Asia
contributing 11.9% for a total of 67.6% of the bycatch. The EGOA/PNW reporting group
contribution (20%) was down substantially from the high observed in 2020 (42.5%). Over
the last 11 years the contribution of NE Asia and EGOA/PNW stocks has been negatively
correlated (𝑟𝑟 2 = 0.86), with large proportions from Asia coinciding with small proportions
from the EGOA/PNW and vice versa. Reporting group stock proportions on finer-scale
spatial and temporal strata were generally consistent with prior observations.

Disclaimer - These represent preliminary analyses of the 2021 chum salmon genetic data.
All estimates are subject to change. Numerous plots in this report display fishery
information. All data are non-confidential. Data have been aggregated and any data point
with fewer than three unique vessels has been removed.
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Catch Summary
Temporal Trends
The chum salmon prohibited species catch (PSC), referred to as “bycatch” throughout this
report, in the Bering Sea walleye pollock trawl fishery was 546,043 fish in 2021, with
545,883 from the B-season (Figure 1). This was 273,603 fish more than the 10-year
average of 257,023 (SD 126,526). As is typical, over 99% of the bycatch of chum salmon
occurred in the B season (between June and October).

Figure 1: Chum salmon prohibited species catch (PSC) for the A and B seasons from the Bering
Sea pollock-directed trawl fisheries. The solid horizontal line represents the mean PSC and the
dashed line represents the median PSC from 1991 to 2021.
Within the B season, the chum salmon bycatch was bimodally distributed with peaks
occurring in weeks 29 and 32 (Figure 2, top panel). Overall, the timing of the bycatch fell
between the early catches in 2017 and 2018 and the later catch in 2020 (Figure 2, bottom
panel).
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Figure 2: Number of chum salmon caught during the B-season (top) and cumulative
proportion of chum salmon catch (bottom) from the Bering Sea pollock trawl fishery by
statistical week for years 2016 to 2021.

Spatial Trends
The geographical distribution of the chum salmon bycatch was concentrated closer to the
Alaska Peninsula in 2021 relative to prior years (Figure 3). Of the spatial clusters
previously defined by the Alaska Fisheries Science Center (AFSC) Auke Bay Laboratory
(ABL) Genetics Program the highest rates of PSC occurred in clusters 1 and 2; with the
highest bycatch coming from Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) statistical area
685530.
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Figure 3: Spatial distribution of chum salmon bycatch caught in the 2021 Bering Sea B-season
pollock fishery. ADF&G statistical areas are highlighted based on the four geographic strata
assigned in prior genetic analyses.
To evaluate shifts in the distribution of the chum salmon bycatch, the centroid (center of
the bycatch) was calculated for each year by sector: Catcher-processor (CP), mothership
(M), and shoreside (S). The spatial arrangement of the centroid was investigated for
associations with sea surface temperature (not shown) and sea ice extent anomaly. The
centroid of the chum salmon bycatch for the catcher-processor sector was the most eastern
of the time series (Figure 4, CP). It also appears that in years with negative sea ice extent
anomalies (more sea ice), the centroid of the catcher-processor sector is further west than
in years with a larger sea ice extent anomaly. The centroid for the mothership sector was
similarly closer to the AK peninsula than typical (Figure 4, M) and was similar to years
2016 and 2017. The distribution of the shoreside sector centroids was much more
concentrated than the CP and M sectors and may be influenced less by SST and sea ice
extent than the more mobile sectors.
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Figure 4: Change in the spatial distribution of chum salmon bycatch as measured by the
centroid of the bycatch by sector; catcher-processor (CP), mothership (M) and shoreside (S).
Point sizes reflect the relative size of the bycatch and point colors reflect the sea ice extent
anomaly.

Bycatch Genotyping Summary
Data from the AFSC Fisheries Monitoring and Analysis North Pacific Observer Program
(Observer Program), total chum salmon bycatch, and genetic sample information were
downloaded from the AFSC schema in the Alaska Fisheries Information Network (AKFIN)
database. The ABL Genetics Program received 16,371 genetic samples from the Bering Sea
and Aleutian Islands (BSAI) and 244 samples from the Gulf of Alaska (GOA) that were
collected by the Observer Program in 2021. Due to the small number of samples and the
accelerated time frame of this reporting cycle, the GOA chum salmon samples were not
analyzed. Previous reporting indicated that nearly all chum bycatch samples from the GOA
are from the EGOA/PNW reporting group. After inventorying the genetic samples, a 1-in-5
sub-sample was conducted for genotyping. DNA from 4,069 genetic samples, 25.0% of the
total genetic samples collected by the Observer Program, was extracted and amplified for
the 84-SNP locus GTseq panel (See Appendix II Table A1). The subsample exceeded the
target of 20% (1-in-5 sub-sample) to obtain adequate sample sizes for certain temporal
5
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and spatial strata (e.g., Cluster 4 Late). Samples that were not genotyped for greater than
80% of the GTseq panel (minimum of 68 loci) were omitted from analyses. Of the 4,069
samples amplified, 3,534 were of adequate quality to include (86.3%).

We re-amplified and genotyped 3% of samples for quality control (QC). The scores of these
QC samples were compared with the scores from the originally genotyped samples to
estimate the genotyping error rates. This ensures that the GTseq assay is consistent and
that samples were organized correctly, providing confidence that the mixtures we analyze
contain the correct genetic samples. The average agreement over loci was 99.2%, and the
average agreement among individuals was also high (98%), indicating high genotyping
accuracy and correct sample organization. This ensured that the GTseq assay was
consistent and provided confidence that the mixtures we analyzed contained the correct
genetic samples.

Genetic Stock Composition

The stock composition analyses for the 2020 chum salmon samples were performed with
the Bayesian conditional mixed-stock analysis (MSA) approach with bootstrapping over
reporting groups implemented in the R package rubias (Moran and Anderson 2019).
Mixture genotypes were compared to the WASSIP baseline (DeCovich et al. 2012; See
Appendix II Figure A1, Table A2) in which populations were grouped into regional
reporting groups that were consistent with prior analyses based on the Fisheries and
Oceans Canada (DFO) chum salmon microsatellite baseline (Beacham et al. 2009). The
reporting groups for baseline populations were: Southeast Asia (SE Asia), Northeast Asia
(NE Asia), Western Alaska (W Alaska), Upper/Middle Yukon (Up/Mid Yukon), Southwest
Alaska (SW Alaska), and the Eastern Gulf of Alaska/Pacific Northwest (EGOA/PNW).

Overall Trends

Western Alaska comprised 8.9% of the bycatch which is slightly greater than the
contribution in 2020, but remains less than its long-term average of 15.7% (Figure 5, Table
1). Similarly, SW Alaska and the Upper/Middle Yukon comprised relatively minor portions
of the bycatch, 2.4% and 0.5% respectively. Consistent with prior years, Asia stocks
comprised a substantial fraction (67.5%) of the chum salmon bycatch in 2021. Of the
bycatch in the B-season, the contribution from the NE Asia reporting group (55.7%) was
the highest since systematic sampling of the bycatch was undertaken in 2011 (Figure 5).
The EGOA/PNW reporting group accounted for (20.6%) of the bycatch, which is
substantially less than the composition in 2020 (43%) and slightly less than the long-term
average of 27.5% (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Annual bycatch estimates of B-season chum salmon PSC from 2011 to 2021. (A)
stock proportions with 95% credible intervals, (B) Estimated number of chum salmon with
95% credible intervals.
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There is a clear cyclical pattern of contribution between the NE Asia and EGOA/PNW
reporting groups (Figure 5) with a strong negative correlation (Figure 6; 𝑟𝑟 2 = 0.86).
Additionally, the two stocks comprise an increasing proportion of the bycatch through
time, starting at a low of 56.2 % in 2011 to a high of 76.3 % in 2021. The recent, large
declines in escapement of Western Alaska chum salmon (Technical Committee of the
Yukon River U. S./Canada Panel 2022) may have led to a relative increase in the proportion
of these two reporting groups; however, there is also evidence that suggests that the NE
Asia run sizes are increasing (Ruggerone and Irvine 2018).

Figure 6: Correlation between NE Asia and EGOA/PNW reporting group mixture proportions
for 2011 to 2021 (𝑟𝑟 2 = 0.86).

Temporal Trends

The B season was divided into Early (pre week 30), Middle (weeks 30-34) and Late (post
week 34) time periods to evaluate whether regional group contributions changed through
the season.

The catch composition changed among the time periods for some reporting groups (Figure
7). The EGOA/PNW reporting group increased from 21.0% and 19.4% in the Early and
Middle time periods respectively, to 29.6% in the Late time period. Since 2011 the average
contribution of the GOA/PNW reporting group has increased from 16.1% in the Early
period to 24.7% and 34.8% in the Middle and Late periods respectively. The contribution of
the NE Asia reporting group peaked in the Middle time period, increasing from 50.1% in
the early period to 58.4% in the Middle time period, and declined to a low of 43.7% in the
Late time period. The Western Alaska reporting group had no significant temporal pattern;
however, historically Western Alaska has contributed more to early catches. Since 2011 the
average contribution of the Western Alaska reporting group has decreased from 19.2% to
17.8% and 12.6% in the Early, Middle and Late periods respectively. The Upper/Middle
Yukon increased from 1.5% to 3.2% between the Early and Late periods, however the large
credible intervals around those estimates suggests that the shift is marginal. This was in
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contrast to the long-term historic pattern where the Upper/Middle Yukon reporting group
have contributed, on average, more to early catches. Between 2011 and 2020, the average
contribution of the Upper/Middle Yukon reporting group has decreased from 6.0% to 3.0%
and 3.7% in the Early, Middle, and Late periods respectively. Contributions from the SW
Alaska reporting generally decrease over the season, and this was consistent in 2021
(Figure 7). The SW Alaska reporting group contributed 5.1% to the Early period in 2021
(2.2% long-term average) decreasing to 0.5% (2.2% long-term average) for the Late
period.

Figure 7: Stock composition estimates for the chum salmon bycatch from the Early, Middle,
and Late periods of the 2021 Bering Sea, B-season pollock fishery.

Spatial Trends
Analyses where the bycatch has been divided into mixtures based on longitude, with
170∘ W as the dividing line, have historically shown that the relative contributions of the
Western Alaska, Upper/Mid Yukon, Southwestern Alaska, and EGOA/PNW reporting
groups generally increase further southeast closer to the Alaskan Peninsula. In 2021, this
was true for the point estimates of the Western Alaska, Southwestern Alaska, and
EGOA/PNW reporting groups, although the 95% credible intervals overlapped
substantially (Figure 8). Uncharacteristically, the contribution of Upper/Middle Yukon
reporting group was higher from bycatch west of 170∘ W (2.6%) than east of 170∘ W
(0.3%); which was observed in 2013 (9.2% west and 4.8% east of 170∘ W).

The relative contribution of the Asia reporting groups, alternatively, are generally larger
for mixtures west of 170∘ W. This was true for the SE Asia reporting group; comprising 20%
of the bycatch west of 170∘ W and 11.1% of the bycatch east of 170∘ W. The NE Asia
reporting group contributed slightly more to catches east of 170∘ W (Figure 8); although the
credible intervals around the west of 170∘ W mean estimate were quite large.
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Figure 8: Stock composition estimates for the chum salmon bycatch from the 2021 Bering Sea,
B-season pollock fishery from the U.S. waters of the Bering Sea west of 170∘ W and the
southeastern Bering Sea east of 170∘ W.

Spatiotemporal Trends

The ABL genetics program has previously separated the Bering Sea into finer-scale spatial
strata (4 clusters of ADF&G statistical areas), and incorporated temporal stratification
(Early and Late) to evaluate the spatio-temporal stock specific contributions. Because the
bycatch distribution was more geographically contracted in 2021, sufficient samples to
facilitate analysis were not available from cluster 4 (Figure 9). Additionally, an insufficient
number of samples were available to perform an analysis on the late time period for cluster
2.
Stock composition estimates were mostly consistent with historic trends. The Asian
component primarily decreases from west to east and from early to late (Figure 9, left
panels). The Western Alaska contribution was similar across spatial clusters in the Early
period, but displayed a higher proportion in cluster 1 than 3 in the Late time period. The
EGOA/PNW stock group shows an increase from Early to Late and west to east with the
largest contribution in cluster 1, which is close to the Alaska Peninsula (Figure 9, right
panel).
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Figure 9: Stock composition estimates for the chum salmon collected from four spatial
clusters along the continental shelf edge during Early (Weeks 24-32) and Late (Weeks 33-43)
time periods of the 2021 Bering Sea, B-season pollock fishery. Clusters are ordered from west
(cluster 3) to east (cluster 1). See map in Figure 3.

Age Trends
Total age of individual fish was estimated as the number of freshwater and saltwater annuli
formed on the scale plus one to account for the winter spent rearing in fresh water. A total
of 3,459 chum salmon were aged. Of those, 3,028 had genotypic information and were
included in GSI analyses.
Historically, Age-3 mixtures are typically dominated by GOA/PNW stocks while the Age-4
and Age-5 mixtures are overwhelmingly made up of NE Asian stocks. This may be due to
the fact that stocks in the southern range typically mature at an earlier age than northern
stocks.

In 2021, W Alaska comprised an average of 9.4% of age-3 and age-4 fish, but only 3.6% of
age-5 fish. The Up/Mid Yukon stocks had relatively similar representation across age
classes (0.8%). The most common age for fish from Southwest Alaska was age-4, with much
less representation in other age classes. SE Asia contributed an equal proportion to age-3
and age-5 mixtures (19.7%). The GOA/PNW stocks comprised 41.1% of Age-3 fish
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compared to 11.2% of Age-4 fish and 15.1% of Age-5 fish. NE Asia comprised 29.2% of Age3 fish and increased to 67.4% and 59.2% of Age-4 and Age-5 fish respectively (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Stock composition estimates for the three predominate ages of chum salmon
bycatch from the 2021 Bering Sea, B-season pollock fishery.

Sector Trends
Reporting group contributions to the 2021 chum salmon bycatch from each fishing sector
were generally consistent with historic patterns. The three Alaska reporting group stock
contributions were low, and within each reporting group, similar by fishing sector. The NE
Asia stocks comprised the majority of the chum salmon bycatch (>50%) from all three
fishing sectors (Figure 11). The three fishing sectors had similar (<14%) stock
contributions from the SE Asia reporting group. The catcher-processor sector had a lower
contribution of EGOA/PNW stocks than the shoreside and mothership sectors.
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Figure 11: Stock composition estimates for the chum salmon bycatch from the 2021 Bering
Sea, B-season pollock fishery from the catcher-processor, shoreside, and mothership fishing
sectors. Sample sizes for mixture analysis given in legend. Proportions in top panel; numbers
of fish in bottom panel.

Excluder Device Experimental Trawls

In July of 2021, three experimental trips were conducted with a trawl equipped with an
excluder device. A total of seven tows were made with a total of 499 chum salmon genetic
samples collected. We conducted mixed stock analysis from the samples from each trip,
combining all tows within trip, as well as on individual tows provided we had greater than
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70 genetic samples for a given tow. These analyses provide insight on whether individual
hauls are typically comprised of a single stock group, or are mixtures or reporting groups
and more reflective of the stock composition in a given area and time. Of the 499 genetic
samples collected, 445 were successfully genotyped (89.2%). We were able to analyze each
of the three trips (Cruise 1, Cruise 3, and Cruise 4), and had sufficient sample sizes to
individually analyze a single tow in Cruise 1, three tows in Cruise 3, and three tows in
Cruise 4. While the sample size from each of the three tows in Cruise 3 were too small to
analyze individually, the three tows in Cruise 4 were analyzed individually. The stock
composition estimates from these Cruises and individual tows were compared with the
most similar spatial and temporal strata available from analysis of observer collected
samples. Cruise 1 and Cruise 3 were compared with Cluster 1 Early, while Cruise 4 and all
associated tows were compared with Cluster 2 Early.

Figure 12: Stock composition estimates for salmon excluder experimental cruises from 2021
Bering Sea. Sample sizes for mixture analysis given in legend. Individual tows and cruises,
aggregated over tows, were analyzed. Stock composition estimates were compared with
results from the most similar spatial and temporal strata analyzed (Cluster 1 and Cluster 2,
See map in Figure 3).
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Estimates from experimental cruises and individual tows were generally reflective of the
overall mixtures from larger aggregations of fishery hauls over spatial and temporal areas.
Cruise 1 and Cruise 3 occurred near the Alaska Peninsula in Cluster 1 five days apart. Mean
estimates were similar for all reporting groups with nearly all 95% credible intervals
overlapping (Figure 12, Top Panel). Cruise 4 occurred further west than Cruises 1 and 3,
within Cluster 2 (See map in Figure 3). While there was some variation in the mean
estimate for each reporting group across tows, nearly all 95% credible intervals
overlapped. From this dataset of four individual tows and three cruises, it appears that
tows are typically well mixed and are not comprised of a single reporting group. That is,
individual tows generally reflected larger stock composition patterns and were comparable
to the most closely associated spatiotemporal strata from observer collected samples. This
means that stock-specific bycatch avoidance measures likely would not benefit from trying
to optimize stock-specific catch rates at the individual tow level.

Summary for Western Alaska, Upper/Middle Yukon, and SW Alaska stocks

The chum salmon bycatch was the second highest since 1991, occurred in two pulses
during statistical weeks 29 and 32 and occurred predominately in the eastern portion of
the pollock fishing grounds. Despite the proximity to the Alaska Peninsula, the relative
contribution of the Western Alaska, Upper/Middle Yukon, and Southwestern Alaska
reporting groups was relatively low, with a combined contribution of 11.9%, which when
multiplied by the total bycatch expands to 64,685 fish. Thus, while the amount of chum
salmon bycatch in 2021 was high, the number of fish caught as bycatch from Western
Alaska, Upper/Middle Yukon, and Southwestern Alaska stocks was average or below
average.
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Appendix I - GSI Estimates
Regional stock composition estimates of chum salmon samples from the 2021 Bering Sea,
B-season pollock trawl fishery. Note that total PSC was tabulated from the AKFIN database
with observer records and exceeds the AKRO mortality estimate slightly.
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Appendix II - GSI Methods
Sequencing libraries are prepared using the Genotyping-in-Thousands by Sequencing (GTseq) protocol (Campbell 2015). PCR is performed on extracted DNA with primers that
amplify 84 SNP loci in the WASSIP chum panel (DeCovich et al. 2012). These PCR products
are then indexed in a barcoding PCR, normalized using SequalPrep plates (Invitrogen) and
each 96 well plate is subsequently pooled. Next, a double-sided bead size selection is
performed using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter), using ratios of beads to library of
0.5x to remove non-target larger fragments and then 1.2x to retain the desired amplicon.
Libraries are sequenced on a MiSeq (Illumina) using a single 150-cycle lane run with 2×75
bp paired-end (PE) chemistry. PE reads for each individual are joined with FLASH2 (Magoč
& Salzberg, 2011; https://github.com/dstreett/FLASH2). Merged reads are genotyped with
the R package GTscore (McKinney; https://github.com/gjmckinney/GTscore). Individuals
with low quality multilocus genotypes (<80% of loci scored) are discarded. We re-genotype
3% of all project individuals as quality control measures.
Mixtures were created by separating sampled fish into spatial and temporal groups from
observer data from the AKFIN database. Genetic stock identification was performed with
the conditional genetic stock identification model in the R package rubias (Moran and
Anderson 2019). As described previously (Gray 2010), with minor changes to regional
group names, baseline populations were grouped into six regions: Southeast Asia (SE Asia),
Northeast Asia (NE Asia), Western Alaska (W Alaska), Upper/Middle Yukon (Up/Mid
Yukon), Southwest Alaska (SW Alaska), and the Eastern Gulf of Alaska/Pacific Northwest
(EGOA/PNW; Figure A1). For all estimates, the Dirichlet prior parameters for the stock
proportions were defined by region to be 1/(𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶𝑔𝑔 ), where 𝐶𝐶𝑔𝑔 is the number of baseline
populations in region 𝑔𝑔, and 𝐺𝐺 is the number of regions. To ensure convergence to the
posterior distribution, six separate MCMC chains of 100,000 iterations (burn-in of 50,000)
of the non-bootstrapped model were run, in which each chain starting at disparate values
of stock proportions; configured such that for each chain 95% of the mixture came from a
single designated reporting group (with probability equally distributed among the
populations within that reporting group) and the remaining 5% equally distributed among
remaining reporting groups.The convergence of chains for each reporting group estimate
was assessed with the Gelman-Rubin statistic (Gelman 1992) estimated with the
gelman.diag function in the coda library (Plummer 2006) within R. Once chain convergence
was confirmed, inference was conducted with the conditional genetic stock identification
model with bootstrapping over reporting groups (MCMC chains of 100,000 iterations,
burn-in of 50,000, 100 bootstrap iterations).
The stock composition estimates were summarized by the mean, standard deviation,
median, 95% credible interval (2.5th and 97.5th percentile of the MCMC iterates in the
posterior output), and 𝑃𝑃 = 0, which is the probability that a stock composition estimate is
effectively zero (Munro et al. 2012). The 𝑃𝑃 = 0 statistic is the frequency of the last half of
the MCMC iterates of each chain for which the individual regional contribution to the
mixture was less than a threshold of 0.5𝐸𝐸 −6 . This statistic may be more useful than the
credible interval for assessing the presence or absence of minor stocks.
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Figure A1: Six reporting groups of baseline chum salmon populations used in this report,
circles represent individual populations represented in the baseline. (A) Range wide
distribution of the six reporting groups. (B) SE Asia (red) and NE Asia (orange), (C) W
Alaska (Yellow) and Up/Mid Yukon (Mid Blue), (D) SW Alaska (light blue), and (E)
EGOA/PNW (dark blue) reporting groups.
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Appendix II Table A1: Single nucleotide polymorphisms included in the 84-SNP panel used for stock composition analysis for
the 2021 Bering Sea, B-season analyses.
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Appendix II Table A1 continued
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Appendix II Table A2: Chum salmon populations in the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) single nucleotide
baseline grouped by six reporting groups used in the analyses of this report.
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Appendix II Table A2 continued
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Appendix II Table A2 continued
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Appendix II Table A2 continued
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Appendix II Table A2 continued
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